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Soviet/Russian Armor and Artillery Design Practices
Where the Domino Fell recounts the history of American involvement in Vietnam from the end of World War II, clarifying the
political aims, military strategy, and social and economic factors that contributed to the participants' actions. Provides an
accessible, concise narrative history of the Vietnam conflict A new final chapter examines Vietnam through the lens of
Oliver Stone’s films and opens up a discussion of the War in popular culture A chronology, a glossary, and a bibliography all
serve as helpful reference points for students

The Origins and Development of the European Union 1945-1995
Seventeen contemporary academics and critics look at the Holocaust and its literary aftermath. Includes studies of Paul
Calan, Doris Lessing, Peter Weiss, Primo Levi, Giorgio Bassani, Anne Frank, Jacob Lind, Jurek Becker, and others. This study
involves German youth literature (Jugendliteratur) before and after World War II.

British Trade Unions, 1945-1995
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The Anatomy of Peace
Theories of Cinema, 1945-1995
This fully updated and revised edition of Michael Yahuda's extremely successful textbook introduces students to the
international politics of the Asia Pacific region since 1945. Divided into three parts, the first presents a chronological
overview of developments since 1945, the new second part looks at the post-cold war period, while the third focuses on the
policies of the US, the USSR/Russia, China and Japan in the region. Yahuda analyses politics in terms of global, regional, and
local trends, combining narrative with analysis. This new edition features: * analysis of the economic crisis and the potential
implications worldwide of East Asian economic recovery * a chapter on the emergence of East Asia as a significant force in
world affairs, focusing on the role of lesser powers such as Indonesia and Malaysia * chapters considering prospects
post-2000 and competing frameworks for security in the wake of nuclear tension between India and Pakistan * the
strengths and weaknesses of US hegemony in the new world order.

Imperfect Victories
An instructive essay by poet and critic Ales Debeljak opens this introduction to the rich, post-World War II literary tradition
of Slovenia, a nation that emerged from the former Yugoslavia in 1991 following a brief conflict that prefigured the Balkan
conflicts that persist to this day. Part of one empire or another for centuries, Slovenia was denied a cultural identity of its
own. Its writers, however, insisted on writing in their native tongue, thus keeping Slovenian culture alive in the written
word. Contributors include Edvard Kocbek, Tomaz Salamun, Drago Jancar, Berta Bojetu-Boeta, and others.

Jewelry by Artists in Italy
The authors investigate the influence of Christian Democratic parties on political institutions (parliamentary democracy and
European integration) and socio-economic structures (the collective-bargaining economy and the welfare state).

The People’s Emperor
'An eminent writer has said that regiments great in history have this in common with mortals- through old in glory and
honour, they have yet the vigour of youth. To none may the remark be more truthful applied then the Grenadier Guards'
Thus wrote Chichester and Burges-Short in 1900 and, judging by the Regiment's history over the last fifty years, the words
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ring as true as ever. For this history of Grenadier Guards is indeed a microcosm of all the proud endeavours of the British
Army. There are few places of significance where the Regiment has not served: after the round-up of Nazis in 1945 in
Germany and Austria, Grenadiers saw action in Palestine and in the jungles of Malaya, and subsequently served during
emergencies in Cyprus, the Cameroons, British Guiana, Belize, Northern Ireland, the Gulf and with the United Nations, to
indicate but some of the over seas postings which included the Falklands and Hong Kong. Grenadier have also been
responsible for the protection of British Sovereigns and the great ceremonial events in London, including the funerals of
King George VI and Winston Churchill. Oliver Lindsay has produced a rigorous work of history-his fourth book- rich in
quotation after interviewing Grenadiers, serving and retired, of all generations. Drawing on their accounts as well as his own
experiences - for he was a regular soldier for thirty-five years- he has written a book of extraordinary interest. Unique
among such historians, he tells of the experiences of wives in such places as war-torn Germany in 1945. Tripoli and Cyprus.
The story of Grenadiers who served with the Guards parachute Company and in the SAS is included. Five years in the
writing, this comprehensive record included coverage of training, tactics, the pronounced changes in the armed forces and
the views and anecdotes of the Non Commissioned Officers and Guardsmen. Profusely illustrated and with 14 detailed
maps, this is a dedicated history of the senior infantry Regiment in the British Army and what is probably the most famous
Regiment in the world.

Making Managers in Canada, 1945-1995
The Tides of Reform
Classical Music Radio in the United Kingdom, 1945–1995
The Flavor Industry from 1945-1995
Unesco 1945-1995
National and International Conflicts, 1945-1995
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A vivid portrait of a team, a sport and its far-reaching influence. The Detroit Tigers are a curious reflection of America's postwar urban society and this book illustrates the inextricable links between this team and its hometown.

The United Nations Blue Books Series
Canada 1945-1995, Netherlands
Black Internationalist Feminism examines how African American women writers affiliated themselves with the post-World
War II Black Communist Left and developed a distinct strand of feminism. This vital yet largely overlooked feminist tradition
built upon and critically retheorized the postwar Left's "nationalist internationalism," which connected the liberation of
Blacks in the United States to the liberation of Third World nations and the worldwide proletariat. Black internationalist
feminism critiques racist, heteronormative, and masculinist articulations of nationalism while maintaining the importance of
national liberation movements for achieving Black women's social, political, and economic rights. Cheryl Higashida shows
how Claudia Jones, Lorraine Hansberry, Alice Childress, Rosa Guy, Audre Lorde, and Maya Angelou worked within and
against established literary forms to demonstrate that nationalist internationalism was linked to struggles against
heterosexism and patriarchy. Exploring a diverse range of plays, novels, essays, poetry, and reportage, Higashida illustrates
how literature is a crucial lens for studying Black internationalist feminism because these authors were at the forefront of
bringing the perspectives and problems of black women to light against their marginalization and silencing. In examining
writing by Black Left women from 1945–1995, Black Internationalist Feminism contributes to recent efforts to rehistoricize
the Old Left, Civil Rights, Black Power, and second-wave Black women's movements.

Congress and the Great Issues, 1945-1995
In setting trade union history in a broad context, Professor Wrigley offers a fresh and succinct reassessment. He draws on a
wide range of primary sources, providing material from unfamiliar sources, as well as from key documents such as the
Donovan Report. Among other things, this material highlights the changing attitudes within the Conservative Party towards
the trade unions.

The Detroit Tigers
Reflects on twenty-six significant events in the history of the United States Congress, including the 1946 Republican
takeover, the Gulf of Tonkin incident, and the McCarthy, Watergate, and Iran-Contra hearings
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Colombia en la ONU
Literary Responses to the Holocaust, 1945-1995
The Omaha Tribe of Nebraska has borne more than its fair share of the burden created by the federal government’s wildly
vacillating Indian policy. Mark R. Scherer’s Imperfect Victories provides a detailed examination of the Omahas’ tenacious
efforts to overcome the damaging effects of shifting directions in federal policy during the last fifty years. The Omahas’
struggles are particularly significant because the tribe often bore the initial impact of experimental legislation that would
later be implemented nationally. Scherer details the disastrous consequences of postwar federal legislation that transferred
control over Indian affairs to state authorities as a precursor to the wholesale termination of Indian tribalism. The legislation
brought jurisdictional turmoil to the Omaha reservation and placed the Omahas in chronic conflict with local law
enforcement agencies. As the tribe fought to become the first Indian group in the nation to escape the effects of that law
through retrocession, they waged equally notable struggles for the redress of past wrongs with the Indian Claims
Commission and in the federal courts. Scherer demonstrates that the Omahas’ successes in those campaigns have been at
best imperfect victories, coming only after years of hardship and failing to eliminate many underlying tensions and
problems.

Where the Domino Fell
Irish Immigrants in New York City, 1945-1995 Linda Dowling Almeida The story of one of the most visible groups of
immigrants in the major city of immigrants in the last half of the 20th century. "Almeida offers a dynamic portrait of Irish
New York, one that keeps reinventing itself under new circumstances." —Hasia Diner, New York University "[Almeida’s]
close attention to changes in economics, culture, and politics on both sides of the Atlantic makes [this book] one of the
more accomplished applications of the ‘new social history’ to a contemporary American ethnic group." —Roger Daniels,
University of Cincinnati It is estimated that one in three New York City residents is an immigrant. No other American city has
a population composed of so many different nationalities. Of these "foreign born," a relatively small percentage come
directly from Ireland, but the Irish presence in the city—and America—is ubiquitous. In the 1990 census, Irish ancestry was
claimed by over half a million New Yorkers and by 44 million nationwide. The Irish presence in popular American culture has
also been highly visible. Yet for all the attention given to Irish Americans, surprisingly little has been said about post–World
War II immigrants. Almeida’s research takes important steps toward understanding modern Irish immigration. Comparing
1950s Irish immigrants with the "New Irish" of the 1980s, Almeida provides insights into the evolution of the Irish American
identity and addresses the role of the United States and Ireland in shaping it. She finds, among other things, that social and
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economic progress in Ireland has heightened expectations for Irish immigrants. But at the same time they face greater
challenges in gaining legal residence, a situation that has led the New Irish to reject many organizations that long
supported previous generations of Irish immigrants in favor of new ones better-suited to their needs. Linda Dowling
Almeida, Adjunct Professor of History at New York University, has published articles on the "New Irish" in America and is a
longtime member of the New York Irish History Roundtable. She also edited Volume 8 of the journal New York Irish History.
March 2001 232 pages, 6 1/8 x 9 1/4, index, append. cloth 0-253-33843-3 $35.00 s / £26.5

The International Politics of Asia-Pacific, 1945-1995
This book examines the life and times of the postwar Japanese prime ministers from 1945 to 1995. Written by Japan’s
leading scholars, it is the first biographical portrait in English of these twenty-three individuals who helped lead Japan on its
road to recovery, its return to the community of nations, and its subsequent prosperity.

International Relations 1914-1995
A collection of essays on the principal ideologies in film studies.

Bessang Pass
Taking an Atlantic to the Urals view of Europe, this new dictionary is an authoritative reference on contemporary Europe,
covering: individuals; events and treaties; organisations; countries and regions. The entries are concise, but in sufficient
detail to provide a real understanding and insight into the events and personalities described.

Trinity Site, 1945-1995
The Dallas Symphony Association is proud to publish this special edition of "The Anatomy of Peace" in memory of its author
Emery Reves. The book's basic tenant is that the only condition required for peaceful human relations is the creation of a
World Federation governed by one set of international laws. The "one law" concept is predicated on the interdependence of
humankind and is built on a concern for the common good. Mr. Reves contends that separateness is the manifestation of
differences, yet there is a connection among all people which must be recognized and nurtured. -- From publisher's
description.

Lincoln, 1945-1995
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City of Hamilton
Few institutions are as well suited as the monarchy to provide a window on postwar Japan. The monarchy, which is also a
family, has been significant both as a political and as a cultural institution. This comprehensive study analyzes numerous
issues, including the role of individual emperors in shaping the institution, the manner in which the emperor’s constitutional
position as symbol has been interpreted, the emperor’s intersection with politics through ministerial briefings, memories of
Hirohito’s wartime role, nationalistic movements in support of Foundation Day and the reign-name system, and the
remaking of the once sacrosanct throne into a "monarchy of the masses" embedded in the postwar culture of democracy.
The author stresses the monarchy’s "postwarness," rather than its traditionality.

The Korean Economy 1945-1995
Naval architect Pavlov is an enthusiast rather than a professional and so has access to official documents, but saw a
vacuum in the literature and set out fill it. He produced a handbook of current Soviet warships in 1991 and updat it the next
year. In 1995 he expanded his guide to cover the entire

Irish Immigrants in New York City, 1945-1995
After Hitler seeks to explain the breathtaking transformation of the Germans from the defeated National Socialist
accomplices and Holocaust perpetrators of 1945 to the civilized, democratic, and prosperous people of today, living in a
reunited country that plays a leading role in the integration of Europe.

Warships of the USSR and Russia, 1945-1995
The information flow about crises and conflicts is highly selective, the media only focus on a few major conflicts at a time.
Many conflicts are neglected, others soon forgotten after the fighting ends. This book fills the gaps and offers a systematic
overview of all crises and conflicts in and among states since 1945 and traces the global trends of conflict development.
Based on the broad empirical basis of the Conflict Simulation Model KOSIMO, Pfetsch and Rohloff use an integrated
approach to cover many forms and types of political conflicts, both peaceful and violent.

The Prime Ministers of Postwar Japan, 1945–1995
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Lincoln 1945-1995 By Gregory Von Dare. The long-awaited history of FordÆs ultimate luxury car has finally been written!
Von Dare delivers detailed coverage of all Lincoln models from 1945-95, including the pre-war Zephyr and Continental,
Cosmopolitan, Capri, Lido, Town Car, Versailles, Premiere, and Mark II through todayÆs Mark VIII. Filled with great coverage
of the V-8 and V-12 engines, plus presidential limousines, and Lincolns in competition (Carrera Panamericana). Sftbd., 8
1/4"x 10 5/8", 160 pgs., 164 b&w ill.

Christian Democracy in the European Union, 1945/1995
This book is the first comprehensive account of classical music on all British radio stations, BBC and commercial, between
1945 and 1995. It narrates the shifting development of those services, from before the launch of the Third Programme until
after the start of Classic FM, examining the output from both qualitative and quantitative perspectives, as well as
recounting some of the stories and anecdotes which enliven the tale. During these fifty years, British classical music radio
featured spells of broad, multi-channel classical music radio, with aspirational and mainstream culture enjoying positive
interactions, followed by periods of more restricted and exclusive output, in a paradigm of the place of high culture in UK
society as a whole. The history was characterised by the recurring tensions between elite and popular provision, and the
interplay of demands for highbrow and middlebrow output, and also sheds new light on the continuing relevance of class in
Britain. It is an important and unique resource for those studying British history in the second half of the twentieth century,
as well as being a compelling and diverting account for enthusiasts for classical music radio.

Black Internationalist Feminism
Management education and training was a key influence on Canadian capital and labour in the post-World War II decades,
however it has been the subject of comparatively little academic inquiry. In many ways, historians have frequently learned
about management behavior in unionized workplaces by examining labor-management relations. The management
experience has thus often been seen through the eyes of rank-and-file workers rather than from the perspective of
managers themselves. This book discusses how managers were trained and educated in Canada in the years following the
Second World War. Making Managers in Canada, 1945 – 1995 seeks to shed light on the experience of workers who have
not received much attention in business history: managers. This book approaches management training from both
institutional and social history perspectives. Drawing from community colleges, universities, and companies in British
Columbia, Ontario, and Québec, this book reveals the nature of management education and training in English and French
Canada, It integrates institutional analysis, and examines how factors such as gender and social class shaped the
development of Canadian management in the post-war years and illustrates the various international influences on
Canadian management education.
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Once a Grenadier
This friendly, concise and up-to-date introduction to the European Union is essential reading for those new to the study of
Europe. It shows students clearly why the European Union is so important for an understanding of the politics of the second
half of the twentieth century. Martin Dedman: * provides a general history of European unity and integration from
1945-1995 * provides an essential clarification of terms and definitions * outlines the three major schools of thought
regarding the causes of European integration * considers the economic and political reasons for establishing supranational
organisations * discusses other European organisations created since 1945 * traces all the key events since 1945 including
the Maastricht Treaty and the movement towards European Economic and Monetary Union.

Afterwards
The International Politics of the Asia-Pacific, 1945-1995
After Hitler
A Dictionary of European History and Politics, 1945-1995
'A masterful interpretation of East Asian international relations since 1945. Merits a wide audience.'- Michel Oskenberg,
Asia/Pacific Research Center at Stanford University

The Story of the Defense Technical Information Center
During the past fifty years, the Congresses and presidents of the United States have made many efforts to improve the
performance of the federal government. In this book, a leading expert in public management examines the most important
reform statutes passed and concludes that the problem is not too little reform but too much. Paul Light explains that
Congress and the presidency have never decided whether they trust government and its employees to do their jobs well,
and so they have moved back and forth over the decades between four reform philosophies: scientific management, war on
waste, watchful eye, and liberation management. These four philosophies, argues Light, operate with different goals,
implementation strategies, and impacts. Yet reform initiatives draw on one or another of them almost at random, often
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canceling out the potential benefits of a particular statute by passing a contradictory statute soon afterward. Light shows
that as the public has become increasingly distrustful of government, the reform agenda has favored the war on waste and
watchful eye. He analyzes the consequences of these changes for the overall performance of government and offers policy
recommendations for future reform approaches.

Inventory of National Election Studies in Europe, 1945-1995
This book provides the core content required by many of the new GCSE syllabuses. Strongly narrative in approach, there
are also many visual and written sources to aid students' understanding of the topics covered. Key Stage 4.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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